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The Verge: Networks of Intersubjective
Responding for Just Sustainability Arts
Educational Research Marna Hauk & Amanda Rachel Kippen
Abstract
Two sustainability arts scholars describe a method of data interpretation they developed for making sense of complex
environmental and sustainability education research data. They “played” images and recorded a conversation in a
form of arts-based intersubjective knowing. The card game process was named the Verge because of how the process
promises to surface unheard voices and re-center nondominant insights and ways of knowing. It leverages Casey’s
glance method with systems networks to complicate sense-making in arts-based educational research. The arts scholars intermixed research data from two just sustainability education research case studies: collages from participants
of a climate justice social incubator as well as participant art from place-based ecojustice walking pedagogy research.
The article engages in intersubjective responding and generated arts-based responses to the process itself. The Verge
catalyzed insight in the researchers’ just sustainability arts educational research. They suggest that the Verge could be a
useful research method for arts-based educators, particularly sensitive to the ecological and social justice dimensions
of data and learning contexts. The researchers found the method helped them gain insight and perspective, sense
bias, make subtle connections, sense patterns, decenter domination discourses, and enhance their capacity to engage
creatively and critically with social and ecological intelligence in their research process. They posit that the Verge can
nurture the unfinished and ongoing work of educational design for just sustainabilities.
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Figure 1. On the Verge of Mirrored
Ecologies of Mind, Original Mixed
Media, A. Kippen

s attention increases to ecological crises provoked by industrial growth society (Macy & Johnstone, 2012),
including climate consequences and eco-disasters, the value of nature connection can get lost in the mix, as
can nuanced understandings of the naturecultural experiences of the dispossessed (Fawcett, 2013). In particular,
ecological discourses and discourses on ecology can become fraught with the same re-assertions of unconscious
dominator culture linearity, hierarchy, and polarities, reinforcing the submersion of nondominant voices. How
do we surface unheard voices in ecological and climate change education and educational research, to attend also
to environmental and to climate justice? Do arts-based approaches have a special role to play in re-centering the
unheard and sidelined experiences of those oppressed by other forms of structural violence? This article explores
one possible approach: a type of collaborative arts-based inquiry in environmental and sustainability education
and environmental justice education to re-center unheard voices.
Research Context
Researcher 1, Marna Hauk, is positioned as a white, queer sustainability education faculty innovating community climate resilience programs for queer women. She worked with images and collages made by participants
in a Gaian resilience and climate justice social incubator with intergenerational mentoring for adult women and
queer womxn visionary-activists in Portland, Oregon, on the traditional lands of the Multnomah and Upper
Chinook peoples (Hauk, 2017). Researcher 2, Amanda Rachel Kippen, is positioned as a Hawaiian-heritage
female environmental educator and established visual artist designing programs serving first- and secondgeneration children of migrant workers near Monterey Bay, California, on the traditional lands of the Awaswas,
Ohlone, Ohlone/Amah Mutsun, and Rumsen peoples. She used images of participant art-making from the redevelopment of a curriculum for a marine experiential immersion program for first and second-generation children of migrant workers (bilingual or Spanish-language only) that was expanded to include community-based,
grassroots organizing advocacy skills and environmental justice curriculum. Our relationship began as a nourishing student and mentor relationship and evolved into a rich co-learning and co-researching relationship. In
the process of pursuing our own educational research sense-making, we found productive and expansive possibilities by mashing up our arts-based data in a co-invented game. This article describes this collaborative and
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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gamified way of gaining fresh perspectives on arts-based research data through juxtaposition, interrelationship,
kibitzing, reflecting, and further artmaking.
Meaning and Method at the Verge
The novel method used in this form of collaborative arts-based inquiry involves building complex networks of
content and process through a form of gamification via images and interpretation.
The method we have developed is called “Verge” and involves “playing” images from research data in an imaginal field to sense complex networks of emergent themes. We chose to call the method “Verge” because it invites
threshold experiences.1 We leveraged a method called intersubjective responding, in which artists respond to
others’ art (Rumbold, Allen, Alexander, & van Laar, 2008). We created a game based on intersubjective responding in which we respond to each other’s arts-based data. We borrowed from Casey’s (2007) glance method to
examine the edges and peripheries, or the verges, of connections, relationships, and emergent meanings. We
developed this approach to move both of our bodies of research forward, generating novel visualizations and
complex networks as we “played” data in novel assemblages. Metacognitive reflective journaling helped clarify
fresh insights. We offer this method, or meta-method, to support others in their work with subtle dynamics and
complex topics, including just sustainability arts educational research.
Resonances at the Verge
The Verge integrates methods and theories of the glance at the ecotones/borderlands to generate intersubjective
responding. The particular subject matter of the educational research exemplified in relationship, is from the
fields of environmental justice and just sustainabilities. The method promises fruitful generativity in application
in other kinds of arts-based research as well.
The glance. This work leverages place scholar and environmental phenomenologist Ed Casey’s arts-based glance
method (2007). Glancing applies both to taking in original sense phenomenon, kind of like glancing out the window of a moving car, as well as how to take in artworks more holistically. The glance is an alternative to the gaze.
Casey’s glance involves looking swiftly, consciously but non-analytically, and aims at including the peripheral. It
is relevant for perceiving, understanding and connecting art-making, earth, and landscapes (Casey, 2005, p. 158).
For those from dominant positions, we suggest, glancing can involve fleeting access outside of/underneath the
constraints of dominator perception and perspective. We used the glance with our research data and the process
of the Verge to avoid only looking-at the data, and instead, perceived-with the images arising, and sometimes
from the arising of unheard voices or silenced perspectives, including that of the place or land itself. For those
positioned at the margins and already on the decentered periphery, the glance involves inclusion, connection,
and possibly re-centering. This is particularly relevant for working in just sustainabilities or other contexts that
hold power differentials. In both cases, it is fresh, surprising, and connective (Casey, 2007, p. 216). A more thoroughgoing exploration of the glance is beyond the scope of the current work.
Working at the Verge with our just sustainabilities arts data required looking differently. Glancing also supported
our work in intersubjective responding where Verges are blurring, prismatic, edgy. Just sustainabilities involve
flipping out of/under the dominant and dominating discourses. For these reasons, glance methods were resonant
at the Verge.
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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The Verge and Edge, Ecotone, Borderland, Rhizovocal Matrix
In the process of the Verge, we invite pulling forward the corners, the borderlands (Anzaldúa & Keating, 2009),
the spaces between, the side of the road, the ecotone (Krall, 1994), the edge of the perceivable. In particular,
guided by Anzaldúa, we enter the nepantlera zone, “the interfaces one crosses when switching between the upper, or external, reality and the underworld, the world of the soul and its images” (2009, p. 103) at the virtual or
real crossroads. Such activity “opens up ecofeminist subversions … at the ecotones of eliding cultural phenomenon, where rhizovocal irruptions (Jackson, 2003) can be amplified. Ecotones are the spaces where ecological
communities or biomes meet, what in permaculture is referred to as edge” (Hauk, 2016, p. 141). We “see with
cracked lenses” (Canty, 2017). We dig deep and reach across. We diffract and regenerate. In particular, arts-based
approaches have been identified as being productive at this verge/edge/threshold of environmental education, to
nurture transdisciplinary dialogue and encourage participation (Heimlich & Miss, 2013).
Intersubjective Responding
This Verge method also involves a form of sequenced “playing” of images inspired by a method in Knowing Differently: Arts-Based and Collaborative Research Methods (Liamputtong & Rumbold, 2008) called intersubjective responding, characterized as a form of knowing differently together (Rumbold, Allen, Alexander, & van Laar, 2008).
Intersubjective knowing is shared understanding and a shared criterion for evidence (Rumbold, et al., 2008).
Propositional knowing and practical knowing are dominant ways of knowing in research that substantiates what
something is, or how something is done. Intersubjectivity requires connection beyond the individual through
sharing ways of knowing, while recognizing that those engaged in sharing may have entirely different interpretive
and conceptual ways of making meaning. We as co-researchers participated in intersubjective communication by
taking turns sharing our participants’ art and elucidating on each piece as we verbalized what was brought to top
of mind. The responding researcher would choose to exhibit an image from their own dataset based on the ideas
surfaced through visual and spoken communication. This process allowed us to enter into a visual conversation
that opened up intentional displays that represented each individual’s ways of knowing and a corresponding response to the art displayed. This process-oriented research method values the lived experience of research, places,
the researcher as a participant, and in so doing, can encourage perceptions that are on the edge of the researcher’s frame. It can encourage bias to be brought front and center. Bickel contends that these kinds of reflective and
co-emergent processes allow research participants to “have the opportunity to step beyond personal boundaries
to re-attune with themselves and others” (2015, p. 82).
Relationship, Ecological Networks, and Systems Ecologies
What does nature connection cultivate in arts-based methods? Ecological ways of knowing emphasize relationship and connectedness as well as kinship (Bigknife Antonio, 2019; Cajete, 2008; Haraway, 2016; Hauk, 2018;
Ingold, 2011; McKenzie et al, 2009). Novel interpretations of ecological connections across nature, culture, and
naturecultures reveal patterns of complex networks emerging (Goldstein, Hazy, & Lichtenstein, 2009; Hauk,
2014b; Lima, 2015; Peters & Araya, 2009). Playing the Verge extended ecological networks methods using image
card games in educational research leveraging ecological, fractal patterns (Hauk, 2013, 2014a, b) and mandalas
(Hauk, 2014c). Echoing Wheatley (2006), the Verge approach emphasizes the value of an ecological worldview
and systems ecological ways of organizing research using relational networks: shifting from systems of dominahttps://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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tion and control (p. 248). The Verge as a game engages with what Goleman, Bennett, and Barlow (2012) described
as taking a living systems approach to cultivate emotional, social, and ecological intelligence (pp. 10-11). We found
the surfacing of emerging relational networks particularly compatible with our work in just sustainabilities, with
its emphasis on troubling structural domination and control. Additionally, the deployment of arts and creativity
in education has been demonstrated as particularly effective in undermining dogmatism and entrenched perception systems of domination and control (Ambrose, 2009; Bowers, 2011; Dolby, 2012; Hauk, 2014a, Jardine, 1998).
Arts-informed approaches are particularly useful in studying effective social justice and eco-justice pedagogies
(Kulnieks & Young, 2014). As with other forms of arts-based environmental educational research, the benefits of
just sustainability arts educational research accrue both within the research participants and findings as well as for
the researchers themselves (Kushins, 2015).
Note that using complex relational networks as part of our method of the Verge, we aim to reflect this practice in
our use of many inline citations, using trans- and interdisciplinary references to draw complex networked connections between the kinds of sources supporting our research.
Developing the Verge
As co-researchers, we played with different methods of intersubjective responding, including multi-stranded personal conversation, thus blogging along multiple lines of inquiry.2 Our initial inquiry involved multiple questions:
art as a liberatory praxis in just sustainability research; art as a means for learners to increase emotional resilience
and to metabolize possibly overwhelming emotional responses to climate justice, environmental justice, and
ecofeminism topics; art as a language for global conversations about environmental justice (across spoken languages); and art as a catalyst for relationship and participatory process (Conversation, researchers 1 and 2, Research
Data, June 2016)
Eventually, we developed the Verge as a more dynamic and visually engaging form of intersubjective responding.
As we conducted the stranded written conversations first, we are not able to pull apart how the Verge might work
as a standalone without anticipatory intersubjective written responding, so we leave that to future inquiry. Another dimension for future research would be enabling the original research participants themselves to engage in the
Verge for even broader sense-making.
The Verge game we prototyped involved five phases of preparation and multiple rounds of intersubjective responding. These are described in the next section in full:
Phase 1: Curation of Images & Setting Guidelines for Play
Phase 2: Playing Images
Phase 3: Researcher Reflection
Phase 4: Emergent Network Mapping
Phase 5: Arts Response
The Verge in Action
As we are sharing a prototype of an arts-based data sense-making gamification method, the co-researchers share
details of the main phases of the process, from image curation to multiple rounds of intersubjective responding and
arts-based sense-making. The game was played virtually. We were on the phone and both on our computers. Zoom
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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or a similar platform would help a lot with this process in the future. We had a Basecamp site that was a shared
electronic space for preparing and sharing images, sharing notes, reflective writing, artworking, etc. This Verge
can be played with more than 2 co-researchers.
Phase 1. Curating Images and Setting Guidelines for Play
Each researcher curates and prepares real or virtual images from their research data. These images can be
selections of pages of printouts of arts-based data from participants, or jpg/other electronic images in a stack or
electronic folder [see images in Figures 2 through 7]. In Phase 1, guidelines are set regarding the sequence of who
takes turns in what order amongst the researcher-players, minimum number of rounds of responding, mode of
meeting, and methods of recording impressions and ideas.
Before play started, the co-researchers set up guidelines, including who would start and the kinds of responses
to be recorded, where and how. In this instance, the guidelines set before playing were to respond using glance
modes that also allow multiple ideas in responding. The idea was to swing wide rather than stay narrow. What is
bubbling up from the periphery? What intuitive connections are arising?
Researcher 1’s research involved catalyzing climate change and climate justice visionary-activists to take action,
supported in a year-long eco-social incubator to design community-based projects. She played the Verge with
collaged art that her participants had developed to explore ecological and cultural regeneration.
Researcher 2’s research invited naturalist and public school educators to participate in a walking migration of
the coast to explore connections between justice and sustainability using place-based and arts-based pedagogies.
Researcher 2 played the Verge with pieces of art her participants created from recycled agricultural plastic they
had recovered during environmental restoration or had found in situ during research walks. These art pieces
were individually and collaboratively created and curated. These pieces represented the weaving and intersecting
nature of the research as the original participants, including the researcher, explored environmental and social
dimensions of the Monterey Bay.
Phase 2. Sample Play: Six Moves at the Verge
During play, researchers take turns starting to glance at, select, and place images. One researcher notes the sequences of alternating rounds of image selection as images are played. The spoken words of the co-researcher
playing their image are captured or recorded in audio and/or as text by the researcher not playing in order to
capture potential connections. Then, the next image is played.
Per Phase 1 of the Verge, both researchers self-curated by preparing a quiver of images valuable to their individual research endeavors prior to meeting. In Phase 2, the researchers engaged in playing the Verge. Both researchers utilized Casey’s glance methods (2007) to take in the images and the growing network ecology of them. This
glance method also invited the two researchers to open to edgeful and nonlinear blendings of subtle perceptions
and threshold experiences, including emergent connections with place, land, the collective intelligence of participants and phenomena, the fields of ancestral and future beings, etc. Shall we call this “merge at the Verge”? In
describing artists [researchers] glancing at and metabolizing the primary terrain and re-expressing it as embodied, Casey (2005) described the process of the glance:
the viewing subject is invited to leave his or her egocentricity behind so as to rejoin the greater natural
world without and to realize an animated alliance between immanence and transcendence, psyche and
soma - all this sublimated to the very threshold of human experience. At this threshold and beyond it,
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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painting and mapping stage one of their most intimate and evocative scenarios of collaboration. (p. 173)
One researcher, in this case researcher 2, typed spoken conversation while the other ensured that all details were
captured. This included the careful recording of the name, sequence, and placement of each data-image played as
both researchers were looking at their computers and focusing on the image being offered. The conversation was
occurring over the telephone and being typed, with a voice recording backup [newer technology will make this
process easier in the future]. On their turn, each researcher also suggested a physical placement for their image in
relation to the other played images. Proximity signified relatedness. This relational location was also recorded. In
this way, the play over time formed a multi-dimensioned, relational visual network, later visualized in Phase 4.
Researcher 1 began by playing her first card and sharing her own reflection on her reasoning for sharing.
Researcher 2 chose her own follow up card based on connections uncovered through researcher 1’s revelations.
Researcher 2 then explained her decision-making process and meaning making of the image chosen and expressed
reflections. Playing cards back and forth, in the framework of intersubjective responding, continued until both
researchers had played three cards each. Following the conversation, researcher 1 and researcher 2 separately
reflected on the entire process. The experience flowed smoothly, with both researchers finding new reflections and
addressing their familiar art from the research with new perspective. While the co-researchers have spent hundreds of hours communicating about ecofeminist, environmental justice, and sustainability education research and
project design over many years, topics of discussion were unearthed for the first time as a result of this creative and
intersubjective approach.
Table 1.
Sample Play of the Verge
The following sequence of plays and the free-write transcript highlights meaning-making in the Verge arts-based
educational research data synthesis activity (November 2016).
TURN 1
Researcher 1 plays card (Figure 2).
Commentary by researcher 1 while placing this image card:
The participant who created this image spoke about how by looking from
different perspectives, a richer wholeness emerges. They were intending
this image to both be about love relationships but also about planetary
love. It leads to questions: can I have a relationship with the planet, what
is that like, what is the nature of that, what is that similar to, what comes
alive from that, how does that work? Ocean symbolizes this sense of resurgence. There is this cyclic, resurgent quality to the kind of perception
explored. The artist-participant expressed how being able to perceive the
planet has a tidal, cyclic regenerative quality to it. This tidal flow of regenerative energies also applies specifically to thinking about climate change,
planetary changes, and other of these deeper rhythms. How do we fall in
love and have this love relationship with something that is at the planetary
scale? Can this love regenerate our capacity to act on behalf of and with
the planetary systems?
Figure 2. Regeneration Collage, Participant 07, in Researcher 1’s Women Empowering Climate Action Network (WE-CAN) for
Gaian Resilience and Climate Justice Program Research, 2016
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TURN 2
Researcher 2 plays card (Figure 3).
Hearing that looking at different perspectives created a
richer wholeness made me think about the weaving of my
agricultural plastic and talking about the weaving of
perspectives together to create a larger picture. The
perspectives that emerged in the walking and weaving research
discussion were first about the naming of places and how
that represented the history of that place either accurately or
inaccurately. We discussed how potentially and very likely
place naming did not include the whole story of that place
where we were sitting and doing the weaving practice together.
Then the discussion morphed into a talk about our personal
names and how those names either represented a story of our
own journey, our family journey, and how that might have also
not reflected our whole story. Then the conversation morphed
into a discussion about gender roles and women taking the last
name of their husbands through the institution of marriage.
For the third card played, researcher 1 played a card and
inserted it in where researcher 2 was talking about historical
erasures and the partial nature of places and the colonial
obscuring of the full perspective.

Figure 3. Agricultural Drip Tape Weaving Templates,
Researcher 2’s Monterey Bay Ecojustice Walking
Curriculum Research, 2016.

TURN 3
Researcher 1 plays card (Figure 4).
Parallel to potential erasure, what comes to mind is
how intimately connected place connection is with
ancestral connection and cross-lineage knowing.
An act of reclamation as important as climate justice
includes the kind of place connection from
critical place inquiry3 that requires the decolonizing
and reinhabiting dimensions.4 The thing that comes to
mind in the moment about that is how do we make space
to invite and support stories that have been repressed
both from the land themselves, the places themselves, as
well as the people who recolonization has tried to erase?
Figure 4. Regeneration Collage, Participant 02, Researcher 1’s
Women Empowering Climate Action Network (WE-CAN) for
Gaian Resilience. and Climate Justice Program Research, E. Zionts,
2016.
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TURN 4.
Researcher 2 plays card (Figure 5).
This makes me immediately go back to the conversation about naming because after the discussion about
the taking of names, the participants wanted to explore how to encourage learners through art and through
weaving to tell a more true story about their experience or feel inspired to learn about a more true
story about their history. An idea arose to invite the participants to write their own story as they know it on the actual
plastic and then weave that with other stories. The participants then would follow up by going home and trying
to do research about why they have their name and where it came from, what could have been lost along the way.
That also makes me think of what you are talking about, how to invite more stories from the land itself. In this way, I see
the network beginning to emerge. I see how this image card I am playing has multiple relationships. Here at the Verge, I
can play against multiple of the cards that have been played rather than playing in a line. That is a key distinction about a
complex network as opposed to just creating linear sequences. This draws lines to other cards rather than linear discussion.
I am playing this image card because this art piece really represented my first attempt of identifying with my own story.
As I wove this giant piece, it was meant to be lauhala, the Hawaiian form of weaving, representing some of my personal
history and connection to my own naming and identity.

Figure 5. Agricultural Plastic Lauhala Weave, Original Art, A.
Kippen, 2016.
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TURN 5
Researcher 1 plays card (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Regeneration Collage, Participant 05,
Researcher 1’s Women Empowering Climate Action
Network (WE-CAN) for Gaian Resilience and Climate
Justice Program Research, Participant Alouette Mayer,
2016.

I am playing this image card and connecting it to the two others I
played and the one you just played about the mesh weave. Connect
that image card to the one I just played and the one right before it,
with the branching out to make a triangle together. What I want to
bring in is that the land itself has stories to tell. Some of those stories
are very old and very ancient stories. I admit I can’t fully remember
what the participant said about this image. What I see is this idea that
multiple perspectives are reflected in the waterdrops, each of which
is reflecting holographically the entire flower inside of which it was
taken. Every drop of water, speck of dirt, in a place is also holding the
story of that entire place across millennia.5 Some of those stories have
nothing to do with humans and some of them have a lot to do with
humans, and if we are only going through the lens of humans, we
might often miss some of the stories. How do we get place-centric and
surface the unheard voices as well? And that reminds me of the whole
research practice of place consent in the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) process. How do we seek consent from places as well as people?6
Part of why I am also playing this card is because there are patterns in
nature from the biocultural matrix that help us think in fundamentally
non-patriarchal ways so that we can access the sort of consciousness
that is like the planetary. This card then also connects up to the first card.
How do we relate to the planetary scale? Something like climate change
that is such a planet-scale phenomena, how do we get our consciousness
into the immediate and specific, tragic and imminent to get into a deep
time perspective and into a deep being and cross-scale happening? 7

TURN 6.
Researcher 2 plays card (Figure 7).
Alright, so when you were talking about how we can look at land in a way
that includes stories that are not just from a human perspective but also from
the land and from all parts of the land—from the soil, to micro-organisms
to everything that is part of that ecosystem—I thought about how often it is
the case that we focus only on human perspective through climate change
and climate justice education. This includes how we think about the materials that we used to create this art. Some of the participants tried to celebrate
or wanted to reclaim the land when it was not in suffering, at least in their
own opinions. For example, some participants wanted to draw pictures of
strawberries on the pipe trying to represent a time when the land was “productive.” I was struck by the persistent human-centrism of these participants.
I noticed how the participants, having learned about that farming property from which the plastic was salvaged, and the state the land was currently in (severely affected by storm and erosion), how they wanted to draw a
strawberry on a piece of trash to make it not shameful for agriculture and for
agricultural workers in the community. And when you talked about asking
the land for permission to do research, when I was on that property it did feel
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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like I was part of a violation of that land by taking photos of it in its degraded form and hearing stories from the Land
Manager who kept referring to the current state of the land as “raped.” And in that experience, I noticed the many
nonhuman residents that still remained in this place, and whose perspective I was not hearing necessarily or
asking permission from. It makes me think about how art could be more reflective and encouraging of participants to consider these social justice issues as they deem human rights issues as also rights issues for the land itself.

Phase 3. Metareflective Journaling: Patterns That Connect
Parallel to the process of collaborative inquiry, each researcher prepares a written or arts-based response to the
process of intersubjective responding and the emergent connections after the immediate network-making play,
as meta-reflective journaling in the form of a free-write. The arts-based process of intersubjective responding
reveals understanding differently, together (Rumbold, et al., 2008), the next part of the Verge. Table 2 highlights
some of the journaled reflections from Phase 3.
Table 2.
Researcher reflections in free-writes after rounds of playing the “Verge”
Researcher 1 Meta-reflections

Researcher 2 Meta-reflections

I am savoring the content resonances around resurgence (related to Simpson’s work, 2011, 2017) and
resistance, decolonization, reclaiming positionality,
biocultural matrix, and re-centering land and land
relationships (resonant with Calderon’s 2014 work).
I am also savoring the process findings in addition
to the content findings. I have really enjoyed this
activity. There were certain moments that really
come to mind with a fierce clarity. In order to play
“the images” I had to really intensely differentially
engage with each image, with the art, and it really
cultivated a deeper level of perception and
metabolizing of the layers of both intention
but also interpretation on that image. I felt
free to be evocatively connective across the
different dimensions of the conversation
rather than feeling more constrained in a linear
mode, so it had a liberatory and possibility sense to it.
Then another thing that happened for me with
this process was that I felt like we were in a
experience of mutual discovery (I mean dis
covery in a non-colonizing way)—in a process of
mutual making if you will, mutual meaninghttps://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/

This experience felt fluid and engaging. The
conversation was layered as we simultaneously
discussed the visuals played as cards at present while
being internally reflective on the meaning-making
we described attached to each visual card, and then
additionally reflected in relation to one another’s
reflection. It resulted in a conversation that was
rooted in what had actually happened in our own
lives through the creation of the visual cards we each
shared, yet tied into larger concepts and constructs
that perhaps neither artist researcher had considered.
I was encouraged to share new relationships,
both with my visual cards and with the experiences and perspectives they represented. It
further grounded my understanding of critical
pedagogies of place and belief that art is supportive of
this pedagogy. I was attached to my images as they
represented part of my place and my experience and
the act of swapping visual cards and participating in
these dialogues inspired new critical thought about
something so familiar. In the future, I would like to
see this visually laid out in a web. Perhaps we could
create a drawing or mapping document,
or even utilize a visual layout like Prezi.
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Researcher 1 Meta-reflections...

Researcher 2 Meta-reflections...

making we were both feeling into. I felt like I
learned to know more about researcher 2’s recent research, which I hadn’t heard that much
about yet. The rich conversation had with
participants surfaced in the echoes through
Researcher 2’s rendering and interpretation. To
note, interpretation does not feel like the right
word. Perhaps instead, sense-making? Curation?

That
would
allow
the
artist
researchers
to see new connections to other images including
previously played images in a web format
rather than linearly. The dialogue recorded would still
reflect the playing of one card off the next but could
increase the subjects broached through a larger lens.

Another thing that came alive for me was that I
realize that, similar to other things that I’ve been
doing over the past few years, I’ve been exploring gamification as an alternative form of data
synthesis and data analysis and that kind of sense
making. I feel very excited about that and like that
maybe there’s a string of writing from the kinds
of gamified research experiments in this space
I’ve been exploring in the past few years. I am so
excited about the idea and open to having the
same kind of energy I have towards artmaking
that’s open space, non-academic, ceramics or
some of this kind of more collage imagery that
I personally work with. I feel excitement about
this direction, a sense of an invitation to be more
creative as a researcher: I’m going to be creative.
There was a lot more open-endedness than when
I’m coding qualitative data. Even though I try to
follow Johnny Saldaña’s (2013) idea that coding
is a form of poetry, this was more fun today. So
I’m excited to see how this form of collaborative
inquiry that’s a kind of intersubjective responding
can continue to open up. Working with research
data at the Verge really opened something up for me.
Then I think the other thing about this approach
is that it’s a way for researchers who are not themselves image makers or art makers nevertheless to
get into imagery and work with images from participants even if they themselves are not studio artists.

https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/

Phase 4. Network Synthesis
In this fourth phase of the Verge there is an emergence
and documentation of a systems-ecological network of
multi-relationships between cards played and emergent themes (see Figure 8). This phase, which can also
emerge during synchronous, real-time play, is the
development of a visual network of the multi-stranded connections across the images and the insights
they catalyzed. Figure 8 reflects a systems network of
complex ecologies of relationship stirred during the
Verge. In this instance, researcher 2 developed this
visualization of the network synthesis emerging into
an artwork, and both authors collaborated in noticing
and adding connective ties, theme words, etc. The
fifth phase of arts-based response to the entire process
is described in the following section as well as in the
article’s conclusion.
Phase 5. Sense Making
Generation of arts-based responses to the process
takes place in phase 5. To provide an overview, the
rich emerging networks of fresh sense-making
through the Verge helped us deepen in connections
with our research areas. We found that arts-mediated
inter-subjective knowing that brings the edges–of decentered bias, insight, and intuition–to the center of
attention is particularly appropriate for educational
research oriented to just sustainabilities. For both of
us, the emerging nexus affirmed how environmental justice and just sustainabilities are educational
approaches at the verge: they straddle boundaries of
disciplines as well as straddle activity, moving theory into practice (Agyeman & Crouch, 2004, p. 114).
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Figure 8. Systems network of complex ecologies of relationship stirred between this 6-image card playing at the
Verge, Hauk and Kippen, 2017.
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Particularly, arts-based approaches to environmental and place-based — just sustainabilities arts educational
research education approaches — have proven fruitful along themes of reclaiming power, borderlands, displacement, reclamation, and belonging, including “the threshold of home” (Graham, 2010, p. 39). Graham further
reflects on the fruitfulness:
We started with the idea that art making could be a social enterprise, connected to the communities
around us with a significant moral dimension. I wanted to move from the traditional, but limited, notion
of art being solely about personal expression toward a vision of teaching that could engage students in a
reflective and social process with the larger community. As we did this, we became a mirror and inspiration to people around us. The experience transformed our vision and our awareness. (Graham, 2010,
p. 46)
What were the transformed visions and awarenesses?
Both researchers discovered that environmental justice and just sustainabilities can be used as a living lens and
conceptual framework for sustainability education (Agyeman & Crouch, 2004, p. 113). For researcher 2,
engaging with the Verge clarified fresh emphases at the convergence of topic and process in her research in
environmental justice education. Her project in the Monterey Bay concerned developing walking pedagogies
centering environmental racism and environmental justice. The environmental justice movements have traditionally surfaced concerns of communities of color bearing a differential and heavy burden of toxins in urban
contexts, including through incinerators and pollution (Bullard, 2000). In the Monterey Bay context, the weaving process surfaced the toxic connections between farmworkers exposed to pesticides, agricultural use of
plastics (including in organic food production), and health concerns about farm-to-ocean cycles. She was studying how to design educational interventions savvy to this environmental racism, which is a central concern of
environmental justice. Traditionally, iterations of these environmental justice efforts have broadened to additionally consider issues of equity and access when considering experiencing nature, environmental education,
and conservation activities that are more commonly resourced for those who benefit from oppressive power
structures (Taylor, 1996).
In parallel, the climate justice movements have spotlighted the need for structural and distributive justices to
avoid those who have contributed the least to planetary ecological crises paying the highest cost in access to
dry land, clean water, safety, and public health (Tremmel & Robinson, 2014). What researcher 2 found was that
inviting her participants into weaving with plastic waste, and journeying in these environmental justice terrains
while catalyzing purposeful conversations during their art-making, did in fact surface insights for her participants around these justice issues of power, submerged stories, and processes of reclaiming voice and power.
Importantly, these participant insights were personalized rather than abstracted. And researcher 2 discovered
further opportunities to support those from dominant positions to not unconsciously re-erase systemic
damages. These discoveries will inspire further research and curricular design.
For researcher 1, the Verge work felt liberatory. She found novel connections between other areas of her research
and the particular project’s purpose along with the sensefield of her collage-making participants. Her research
related to the field of just sustainabilities, which brings a further future focus to environmental and climate
justice. Agyeman, Bullard, and Evans (2003) highlighted the value of just sustainability initiatives, reasoning
“sustainable development requires that we give consideration to our own developmental needs, as well as those
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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of generations still to come, while environmental justice prioritizes accountability to those currently alive”
(p. 188). With a future forward focus and while being seen as additive to environmental racism and environmental justice, just sustainability framings are focused on precautionary principles including a revision of the notion
that sustainability is limited to environmental concerns. The term just sustainabilities (plural) is often used to
voice the need for multiple disciplines and perspectives.
For researcher 1, the senses of expansion identified in Macy’s teachings of “Work That Reconnects” – across deep
time, bridging different kinds of power, extending experiences of community, and expanding circles of identity
(Macy & Johnstone, 2012) – were coming alive in the participants’ sense of catalyzing legacy, their deepening
orientation to intergenerational restorative justice, their burgeoning community with each other, as well as their
experience of the planetary within the just sustainabilities ecosocial incubator. As a researcher, she was freed up
from the boxing of categorization and thematizing. The data itself was coming alive, a living network, expressive
of the life energy of the placefields, justice, and the planetary in and through the participants. She began to sense
the pulsing life moving in and through her research participants, those inventors and innovators she was supporting as they incubated community climate change projects. More emergent sense-making through intersubjective responding is explored in the last section of the article.
Discussion and Conclusion

Figure 9. On the Verge of Mirrored Ecologies of Mind, Original Mixed Media, A. Kippen

We conclude by offering a final holistic artworking (image +word),8 synthesizing some of the findings from playing the Verge and suggest next directions, by way of exploring the naming and imagery in the “Mirrored Ecologies of Mind” triptych. Researcher 2 took on the task of generating an image for this article describing the Verge.
She layered pencil, ink drops, paint, and aerosol spray paint to depict brain scans and then distorted the images
with varying exposure. Both researchers named and discussed the meaning. Inspired by researcher 2’s holistic art
and the scintillating experience of playing the Verge, researcher 1 incubated some poetry, including the following
poem in response to researcher 2’s layered art: radical, cloud-weaving, evanescent, essential net-web-braid.
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		On the Verge
nexus of the broken, crazed and braised curation:
knots and nodes explode us out of broken boxes.
verging, the insistence to connect - no, really the break
ing through of the underlying nettlings and mats
imbricating vats of vast connecting. the ribbon works of “fractured seeing” *
are ley lines re-announcing possibilities, the subversive truth
that “what we need / is here. And we pray: not / for new earth
or heaven, but to be / quiet in heart, and in eye / clear.” **
tendrilled rupture of our hallucinated isolation
returning us to intricate netting, nesting, nestling.
this living world of whorled amanuensis, fractal wholes:
whether in a circle, under shade of rowan and walking onion,
or in circles on sand, weaving reclaimed plastic, we touch in
to the greater weavings, through weft of flocks and stones,
warp of stories and names, resurrecting bones, across great spans of time,
dedicated to create sanctuary, for the flourishing of future beings.
“We seek not rest but transformation.
We are dancing through each other as doorways.
We are ripples crossing and fusing, journeying and returning.” ***
let our walking, shaking, slaying of chains and remains
forge a greater quaking, realign the sublime subterranean snaking
until, amplified, returning to the verge of becoming, to ground and body,
we can forever sense earth tendrils and human hands, connecting us to justice.
just us, quivering, in this queer, deep belly invitation to matter, as we embrace
this umbilical, rooted, radical, cloud-weaving, evanescent, essential net-web-braid.

Intersubjective Responding Poem, written by Marna Hauk
* Jeanine Canty, 2017, from “Seeing Clearly Through Cracked Lenses”
** Wendell Berry, 1985, from “The Wild Geese”
*** Marge Piercy, from “Circling,” Living in the Open, p. 83
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“Ecologies of Mind,” in the name of the triptych, is a reference to Bateson’s (1972) Steps to an Ecology of Mind in
which he envisioned a relational “pattern that connects” across disciplines, resonant with our networked and
relational process which constitute the Verge. Bateson (2002) in Mind and Nature: A Necessary Unity further
argued that our binocular eyesight somatically generated our tendency to understand things relationally, including learning, by double description (p. 125). The double brain hemispheres, recast as interlayered nerve threads
mirroring knowing within and across mind(s) in Figure 9, hopes to suggest a twined metaphor between our own
internal reflective processes and those understandings we intersubjectively co-generated at the surprising, generative threshold of glancing holistically and absorptively (Casey, 2007). Perhaps, in addition to a twinned relationality, the Verge opens up a third space, a further connective tissue. Ingold suggested being inspired by the act of
drawing to describe this form of emergent being and relational learning:
Another way is to imagine the social world as a tangle of threads or life-paths, ever ravelling here and unravelling there, within which the task for any being is to improvise a way through, and to keep on going.
Lives are bound up in the tangle, but are not bound by it, since there is no enframing, no external boundary. Thus the self is not fashioned on the rebound but undergoes continual generation. (Ingold, 2011, p.
221, emphasis as in original)
As we offer this final holistic artworking, we also problematize renderings of thinking and “mind” as occurring
in the brain. The current neophilic fascination with the cauliflower on top of the neck in the upturned skybowl of
bone is a vogue that is already passing, disrupted by body-wide deep sensing networks (as popularized by Pert,
1999 in Molecules of Emotion or explored by dancer and educational researcher Olsen, 2002, in Body and Earth:
An Experiential Guide). We play with the vogue by multicasting the underlying networked nature of such sensing
and sense-making, threading through and across the multi-scale and fractalized threaded interweave of living
systems, whether recast as Baradian entanglement (2007), Gaian mind (Hauk, 2020) or the healer’s voyages across
the in-between (Anzaldúa & Keating, 2009).
This invitation to ecologize our perception deepens into a networked, ecological, and systemic view. Macy has
likened this to Buddhist mutual causality, echoing von Bertalanffy’s characterization of open systems as fluxbalancing (1991, p. 72). In other words, our looking, sensing, and understanding is also re/making the world,
co-instantiating sense and possibility. This is why arts-based approaches are so creatively critical in catalyzing
perceptions of justice and nurturing justice-seeking perception. Hillman suggested
it must arise in the heart in order to mediate the world truly, since… it is that subtle organ which perceives
the correspondences between the subtleties of consciousness and the levels of being. This intelligence
takes place by means of images which are a third possibility between mind and world. (1992/2004, p. 7)
The heartful tending, multiple glancing, fluxing, and systems-infused perception imbricate tangled threads,
growing like a living network of connected knowing and wondering from this Verge. It can be useful to synthesize what ecojustice educational researcher Bowers (2011) elucidated while reflecting on Bateson’s work. Education and educational research can value ecological intelligence when it: encourages perception of relationships
that nourish living systems, refreshes meta-perception of languages and patterns of domination and liberation,
troubles abstract thinking and reconnects perception with immediate context and systems patterns, while decentering human-centered perception that can be intergenerationally renewed, encouraging nonprint cultural storage
and communication, relationally re-relating learners to embedding cultural and natural ecologies, and supporting
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/atj/vol5/iss1/
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reflective consciousness of ecologies of relationships and patterns (#1-7, pp. 138-139). Thus, as Bowers clarified,
Bateson’s pattern that connects can be an embodied practice cultivating these multiple and generative dimensions
of ecological intelligence. Verge explorations catalyzed just these kinds of perceptual and meta-perceptual moves.
Research at the Verge, as a methodology, holds promise of sense-making in arts-based educational research that
nurtures ecological intelligence.
Perhaps the verge is the corpus callosum between our sense-making in these visuals that look as much like astronomical constellations as they do structural mappings. In this way, maybe the Verge opens up the ecotonal space
of participatory perception, sense making, relationship, and artworking that promises to regenerate the threshold
of experience, where natureculture and naturebodies e/merge in kinly co-creating (Hauk, 2016). Perhaps, fractally, we are cupped in the cauliflower of mountain within bone sky-bowls of terrains of mountain and slope, in
co-generative cognition with placefields.
This process of “drawing together” (Ingold, 2011, p. 211) serves as “a revival of our basically animistic participation to the presence of the living world around us, locally, and construction of a participative perception of
planet Earth,” toward an aesthetic of sustainability complexity (Kagan, 2011, p. 267). In sum, educational artsbased research at the Verge invites us into the unfinished (and unfinishable) work of making the art of the world/
world-making via art/justly — co-generating planetary presence via thinking perception, surprising glance, and
improvised relational response. Form and content converge in this kind of research: the process of just sustainabilities and arts-based educational research sense-making are equally processual and ongoing. We pause at this
inverting cusp where the edges fold in, encouraged by these collaborative and emergentist networks, to sense the
larger meaning-making braiding and unbraiding itself into being. Perhaps through our research into climate justice education and environmental justice-sparked sustainability journeys, and our intersubjective responding at
the Verge within this research, we touch into and also help weave the larger pulsing, co-imbricating emergences,
of relationship, networks, and justice. In this way, at the verges of the greater intertwining, Earth meshes with us
into the tousled warp and weft of the larger living loom.

Endnotes
1. In particular, an Arts-Based Educational Research (ABER) pre-conference gathering at CIIS in San Francisco in 2012 on
the theme of “Arts-Based Educational Research At the Edge – And Over” involved post nap-in (Bickel, 2015) breakouts at
themes related to “the edge.” Author 1 gravitated to the group breakout on Verge, which through conceptual contemplation
informed this game and thus merited the name.
2. This method was developed in preparation for a presentation at the Seattle Just Sustainabilities conference in August
2016, to theorize “Just Sustainability Arts” (Hauk & Kippen, 2016).
3. Tuck & McKenzie, 2015
4. Hauk, 2013; Hauk & Bloomfield, 2016
5. Greenwood, 2013; Hauk & Bloomfield, 2016
6. Chalquist & Rankin, 2010; Leetch, 2016; Miller, 2014
7. Holdrege, 2013; Macy & Johnstone, 2012
8. Artworking, a term used by Bracha Ettinger, is sourced from her practice which involves a combination of art and
writing in sketchbooks/journals. See Griselda Pollock 2011, p. 240.
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